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Unconventional monetary policies, particularly quantitative
easing (QE), have pushed central banks into unchartered
territories, triggering anxieties about (hyper-)inflation,
asset bubbles and central bank credibility. As QE has expanded
in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, new anxieties have
arisen, notably central banks’ potential role in distorting
price discovery in capital markets, as debt capital is
directly monetised via central bank corporate bond purchases
and equity capital is inflated via the portfolio re-allocative
effects of QE.
Deep constitutional issues lurk behind those high-profile
economic topics.
Liberal constitutional systems assume a hard boundary between
fiscal and monetary authority. Special rules are imposed on
fiscal authorities, requiring parliamentary voting for
taxation and public expenditure. Those rules recognise the
potency of governments’ economic powers and bless the largest
economic actor in advanced mixed-economies, the state, with a
measure of democratic legitimacy.
All central banks in the OECD fall outside those rules,
implicitly or explicitly. Older constitutional systems (like
the US and UK) developed their rules for governing fiscal
authority before the growth of modern central banks.[1] Newer
constitutional systems (like the EU) explicitly remove central
banks from the set of fiscal institutions by banning them from

directly funding treasuries via so-called, “monetary finance”
rules.[2] In both cases, central banks occupy a sui generis
constitutional position: they clearly exercise the state’s
economic power and their actions impact on fiscal policy, but
their market operations are unburdened by parliamentary voting
requirements and judicial review.[3]
This essay argues that QE fundamentally challenges the
constitutional status quo for central banks.[4]
First, it explains how monetary (central banks) and fiscal
(treasuries) institutions interact legally and financially
under QE, focusing on the direct and indirect monetary finance
provided by central banks in the US, EU and UK. Secondly, it
addresses the consequences of blurring the fiscal/monetary
divide, commenting on the relevance
independence” and the shift from

of “central bank
conventional to

unconventional monetary policy on the sui generis
constitutional position of central banks. Thirdly, the essay
concludes by mooting various constitutional futures facing
central banks.

QE’s Fiscal and Monetary Dimensions
The highly technical debates about QE can obscure some basic
facts, common to the US, EU and UK, about the financial
relationship between central banks and treasuries.
1. QE involves central banks buying large volumes of
sovereign debt.
2. QE coincides with unusually-large issues of sovereign
debt.
3. QE results in the consolidated public sector buying-back
its own debt.
4. Legal rules require profits earned on sovereign bonds in
QE portfolios to flow back to national governments and
reinvestment of QE portfolios reduces financing costs
for treasuries

1. QE and sovereign debt: while all QE programs include a
mixture of debt instruments, in the US, EU and UK nonsovereign debt purchases are relatively insignificant.[5] This
is a point of political sensitivity, which can lead to awkward
and misleading public relations campaigns. The ECB insists on
presenting its “Public Sector Purchase Programme” (PSPP, in
which sovereign debt is purchased) as only 1 of 4 “Asset
Purchase Programmes” (APP), and the PSPP is always listed
below the “Corporate Sector Purchase Programme”. The optics
distort the reality that Eurozone QE, like US and UK programs,
is primarily concerned with purchasing central government
debt.[6]
2.
QE coincides with historic government debt issues: QE
began in the Western Hemisphere with government-guaranteed
residential-mortgage backed security purchases by the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York (FRBNY) in 2008, but then promptly
switched focus to government debt in 2009-2010 just as the US
Treasury started to scale bond issues to fill fiscal deficits
created by economic stabilisation measures. QE continued to
increase in lock-step with widening fiscal shortfalls and
concomitantly large debt issues in the US and UK between 2010
and2015. In the Eurozone, the commencement of QE also tracked
increased government debt issues, as was starkly illustrated
by the “Securities Markets Programme” (SMP) in 2010, which
authorised the “National Central Banks” (NCBs) (largely the
Bundesbank, Banque de France and Banca d’Italia) to purchase
sovereign bonds issued by distressed treasuries in Greece,
Ireland, Italy, Portugal and Spain. The aborted 2012 “Outright
Monetary Transactions” program reinforced the connection
between Eurozone QE and sovereign indebtedness. The headline
Eurozone QE programs, the PSPP (2015->) and the “Pandemic
Emergency Purchase Programme” (2020->) confirmed the
connection.
3.

Consolidated public sector buying-back its own debt via

QE: Under financial reporting rules promulgated by the IMF and
OECD, and adopted in the US, EU and UK, central banks and
national treasuries exist within the “consolidated public
sector”.[7] Thus, at the level of economic reality, QE
involves the public sector buying-back its own financial
liabilities. While sovereign bonds remain in QE portfolios,
those liabilities are effectively cancelled, because national
treasuries’ formal debt servicing liabilities are discharged
by making payments to monetary authorities (central banks)
within the same accounting entity, which are under legal
obligations to remit profits from interest earning back to the
treasury and have signalled a policy position to re-invest
principal payments in the same treasury’s debt securities and
have reliably followed-through on that policy.[8].
4.

Remittances and reinvestment: in the US, EU and UK central

banks are under legal obligations to transfer (to “remit”)
most of their annual profits to their national treasuries.[9]
Prior to QE, those remittances were economically and
financially insignificant. Post-QE, they are vastly more
important.[10] As treasuries pay interest on the bulk of
sovereign bonds held in QE portfolios, central bank profits
increase substantially. By complying with the legal frameworks
governing remittances, central banks act as conduits for a
“round robin” of public debt costs: treasury -> central bank
-> treasury.
Even in the Eurozone, with its fixation on “monetary finance”,
NCBs remit sovereign bond earnings to their treasuries in
compliance with member-state law and the size of the
remittances can be enormous.[11] A stunning example is the
Bundesbank, which remitted a bumper profit of +€4billion to
the German state in 2013,[12] accounting for all of Germany’s
budget surplus in that fiscal year. Much of that profit
stemmed from earnings on distressed Greek, Italian, Irish,
Spanish and Portuguese bonds purchased through the SMP.
When sovereign bonds in QE portfolios mature, central banks

“reinvest” the capital. In the US, that is done directly at US
Treasury auctions: ie, the FRBNY directly purchases US
sovereign debt in Treasury refinancing operations.[13] In the
EU and UK, reinvestment purchases occur on the secondary
market. In both cases, the effect is to provide guaranteed
demand in sovereign debt markets by a purchaser (the central
bank) that is unmotivated to squeeze every basis-point of
interest out of the treasury. The (roughly) 30 American,
British, French, German and Japanese banks and securities
dealers that are the principal (if not exclusive) bidders at
treasury auctions price their bids to maximise profit.[14]
Central banks, contrastingly, price their market operations to
deliver a diverse set of public goods, including:[15] the
familiar (pre-Crisis) triad of “price stability, employment
and growth”; the nebulous set of objectives (assumed postCrisis) such as supporting large and small enterprises,
maintaining credit offerings to the real economy and saving
the payments system from collapse; and (in the future) the
progressive de-carbonisation of the financial industry.[16]

Financial reality vs intentions
Some readers may dismiss those 4 basic facts about QE and
public debt as a repetition of the, so-called, “Modern
Monetary Theory”.[17]
That would be a mistake.
None of the 4 basic facts is “theoretical”. Each simply
presents the legal and financial reality of central bank and
treasury relations under QE.
Together, they meet standard definitions (used by the IMF and
the OECD) of “monetary finance”:[18]illustrating how central
banks use their money issuing authority to support public
expenditure by reducing the public debt burden. Coupon
payments flow from treasury to central bank and back to
treasury, cancelling out much of the interest liability on the

proportion of sovereign debt purchased via QE. Central bank
reinvestment of maturing QE assets and an expansions of QE
programs provides enormous primary and secondary market
support for treasuries, especially where fiscal fundamentals
are lacking, as they were for most of the last 10 years, and
will be again for the foreseeable future.
A different view is taken by some central bankers, who define
monetary finance very narrowly. So it goes, monetary finance
only occurs when central banks “intend” to issue money for
treasuries to spend.[19] On that view, a definitive answer to
the question “is QE monetary finance” can be deferred until
the successful cross-examination of a central bank governor:
i.e., indefinitely.
Ultimately, any conflict between those who argue QE is/is not
“monetary finance” is rhetorical. One can readily concede that
public debt purchases through QE are motivated by attempts to
provide monetary stimulus to “the economy” rather than “the
treasury” while recognising the reality that QE provides very
direct, and desperately needed, financial accommodation to
national governments. It is also relatively clear that the
financial press, financial markets and prominent central
bankers accept
coffers.[20]
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Constitutional predicates of legitimate fiscal power
Rather than hand-wringing about “monetary finance”, the more
interesting topic is whether the intimate connection of
central banks and treasuries via QE call into question the sui
generis constitutional position of central banks. If central
banks are providing the raw material for public expenditure,
then what justifies their distance from the constitutionallyenshrined principles governing fiscal institutions?
One answer to that question focuses on the reasons for
“independence”: the risks of inflation and economic

mismanagement requires that central banks be separated from
the cut and thrust of political and parliamentary life,
particularly where national budgets are concerned.[21] While
interesting, that answer overlooks the fact that central banks
were constitutionally sui generis (being formally and
functionally immune from judicial review and parliamentary
oversight)[22] well before “independence” became voguish and
the principal villain of the pre-independence era, inflation,
has not arisen since QE began and central banks started
subsidising treasuries: at least not the “CPI” version of
inflation.[23]
A more satisfying answer could focus on the nexus between
“conventional” monetary policies and fiscal power: central
banks’ exclusion from constitutional accountability mechanisms
was justified when their core function was lending to (rather
than buying from)[24] the commercial banking sector.[25] When
monetary policy focused on setting interest rates, central
banks were less directly embroiled in fiscal policy.[26]
Theoretically, higher/lower rates meant lower/higher lending,
lower/higher employment and, therefore, lower/higher tax
revenues; but that final fiscal impact depended on the
behaviour of several million market actors, each acting at
arm’s length from treasury officials. In that way,
“conventional” monetary policy was comparatively remote to
treasury decisions about funding, say, the construction of a
new hospital or the rate of an old-age pension.
Under QE, central bank operations directly impact on those
substantive policy choices. Decisions of monetary policy
committees and central bank markets-teams about which
sovereign bond to buy (interest rate, duration, commercial
structure) potently affect the resources available to
treasuries to, say, provide pay-check insurance programs or
free childcare programs, both high-profile measures in a postCOVID-19 recovery. Reliable public delivery of social services
under persistent fiscal deficits depends on guaranteed access

to cheap sovereign credit, as tax revenues falter and demanddriven expenditure surges, and QE pays a number of concrete
dividends to government debt managers. It reduces financing
costs in primary markets by creating favourable market
conditions at bond auctions. It reduces debt-servicing costs
by remitting interest payment on public debt held in QE
portfolios. It guarantees favourable re-financing via
reinvestment programs.
Viewed in that way, QE breaks new constitutional ground for
central banks, moving them outside the exclusive category of
“monetary institutions” and into a “quasi-fiscal/quasimonetary” category.

Pathways forward
If the brute facts of QE justify labelling central banks as
quasi-fiscal institutions, what next for their sui
generisconstitutional position?
In a world of frictionless policy choices, there are three
main options.
Option 1: stop and unwind QE: flooding the market with
sovereign bonds, absorbing excess reserves, returning to
interest-rate setting and erasing the quasi-fiscal complexion
of modern central banks. While that would cure the
constitutional dilemma, it is a longshot option. Despite the
sunk reputational costs in describing QE as “unconventional”,
no financial cognoscenti serious contemplates its reversal
over the medium term.
Option 2: continue QE and leave the institutional status quo
un-touched. Although it appears to be the preference of many
policy makers, that option carries significant risks to the
legitimacy of central banks, treasuries and governments, given
the widespread acceptance of the quasi-fiscal behaviour of
central banks running QE programs. Many legitimacy problems

can be ignored if underlying institutional conditions remain
outside the public domain. Concealment is a non-viable option
for the legitimacy problems stemming from unconventional
monetary policy, which is a topic of vibrant public debate in
major financial and non-financial newspapers.
Option 3: continue QE and amend institutional frameworks to
ensure a measure of constitutional accountability of central
banks in recognition of their quasi-fiscal role. This appears
to be the preferred option of some major monetary systems:
notably, the European Parliament is moving to re-think the
balance of constitutional authority of monetary policy.[27]
Elsewhere,[28] the reality of monetary finance under QE is
forthrightly denied with the hope that constitutional
confrontations can be avoided. Practical solutions to those
confrontations could include institutional reforms inside
central bank governance structures, perhaps the creation of
‘fiscal policy committees’ which could release summaries of
their deliberations to parliaments and the public. Deeper
interventions could include legislative reforms which make
parliamentary voting a condition precedent to the exercise of
central bank powers which directly implicate fiscal authority.
Article 34 of the Bank of Japan Act would be an exemplar.[29]
Whatever solutions are settled on, it is clear that QE has
upended central banks’ sui generis constitutional position and
exposed the reality that central banks are both “bankers’
banks” and “governments’ banks”.[30]The revelation of that
dual identity clashes with conventional wisdom in mainstream
policy circles, financial markets and economics faculties: so
it goes, monetary authority is exercised via financial
markets, not via government spending. That thinking, although
never entirely true, stems from the “mystique” which was once
understood as the vital precondition to effective central
banking.[31] If the enemy of conventional wisdom is “not ideas
but the march of events”,[32] no gentle restoration of a hard
boundary between monetary and fiscal authority should be

expected. Under those conditions, central banks face a
legitimacy crisis which can only credibly be overcome by
embracing the end of “conventional” monetary policy, and their
greater integration into the architecture of liberal
democratic government. The end point of that process should
not be the radical politicisation of central banks, but the
fusion of economic and technical expertise with the
deliberative processes under which self-governing societies
choose their futures.
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